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mpact’S performance 
During 2015
during 2015 mpact reached several key 
milestones, successfully implementing its 
strategy despite facing a number of economic 
and industry tribulations. Our continued drive 
to develop leading market positions, improve 
efficiencies and to contain costs reflected in 
the pleasing financial results for the year 
ended 31 december 2015. Our safety 
performance on the other hand was 
disappointing, having deteriorated compared 
to the prior period. as detailed elsewhere in 
this report we have implemented interventions 
to improve this aspect. 

the two major capital investment projects 
progressed well during the year. phase 1 of 
the r765 million felixton mill upgrade was 
commissioned on time and within budget 
during July with the mill’s subsequent 
performance reflecting the expected benefits. 
phase 2 of the project is on schedule to be 
completed during 2017.

also in July, the new r350 million recycled 
polyethylene teraphylate (rpet) operation was 
commissioned on time and within budget. this 
operation, which forms part of our recently 
established mpact polymers business, 
produces food and beverage grade rpet, thus 
reducing the pet industry’s impact on the 
environment. in september, mpact’s rpet, 
which is branded savuka pet, was formally 
declared safe for use in the packaging of food 
and beverage products, having complied with 
the european union regulations specific to 
plastic materials and articles intended for 
contact with foodstuffs. approval from 
the coca-cola company for the use of 
savuka pet in the bottling of their brands 
was obtained on 10 february 2016, 
approximately three months later than 
planned. consequently sales of rpet during 
the second half of 2015 did not meet 
expectations. nevertheless, considering 
the growth rates in pet packaging we 
remain optimistic about the prospects of 
this business.

while the general trading environment 
remained challenging throughout the year, 
several mpact businesses benefited from 
buoyant sector growth and internal 
interventions including capital investments. 
the plastics’ fmcg business delivered a 
much improved result following its 
restructuring in 2014. good volume growth in 
sectors such as fruit packaging, bulk bins and 
beverage preforms were in contrast to 
sluggish gdp and consumer spending growth 
in south africa. lower polymer prices also 
enabled some of the plastics businesses to 

restore margins to more acceptable levels 
following several years of underperformance.

the financial performance of the group is 
discussed in the chief financial Officer’s 
review on pages 64 and 65 with the paper 
and plastics Operational reviews detailed on 
pages 33 to 39 of this report.

as a manufacturer in south africa, we realise 
the importance of partnerships between the 
public and private sectors that are required to 
provide for the social needs of the broader 
communities in which we operate, while also 
meeting our business objectives, both of 
which are interrelated. 

in september 2015 mpact plastic containers 
and the city of cape town were awarded the 
south african plastics recycling Organisation 
(saprO) trophy for the “recycled product of 
the year” for the “fifty/50” wheelie bin. this 
project, which epitomises our approach to 
partnerships and sustainable development, 
entailed reclamation of wheelie bins from the 
city of cape town that had reached the end 
of their useful lives, for reprocessing into new 
ones that contained 50% recycled content.

during 2015, the KwaZulu-natal growth fund 
invested r200 million in the felixton mill 
upgrade project in the form of debt with an 
eight-year term at a fixed interest rate. certain 
capital investments have also qualified for 
grants offered through the department of 
trade and industry’s manufacturing 
competitiveness enhancement programme 
(mcep) and for tax allowances under 
section 12i of the income tax act. additionally, 
the industrial development corporation has 
supported the development of mpact 
polymers through a minority shareholding and 
also as a provider of debt funding.

i would like to take this opportunity to 
acknowledge the importance of these 
government supported programmes which we 
hope will be granted a greater proportion of 
the national budget in future, considering the 
importance of manufacturing to south africa’s 
development.

i regret to report two fatal injuries at mpact 
operations during 2015. we extend our 
heartfelt and deepest condolences to the 
families, friends and colleagues of the 
deceased, messrs lundi Kumbaca and 
msweli nkambule. both were contractors 
and mpact has worked with the respective 
contractor companies to support their families 
and colleagues. the two separate incidents 
were thoroughly investigated, in consultation 
with the authorities, with every effort made to 
prevent recurrences. mpact’s ltifr for 2105 
was 0.22 (2014: 0.21). further detail on 

Bruce Strong

COMMISSIONING 
OF THE rPET 
PLANT AND 
PHASE 1 OF THE 
FELIXTON MILL 
ON TIME AND 
ON BUDGET 
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appreciation
i would also like to express my appreciation to 
our chairman tony phillips and the rest of the 
board for their guidance and support during 
the year. to the mpact team, thank you for 
your loyalty. the group’s performance is 
reflective of your hard work and dedication. 
to our shareholders, customers, suppliers, 
advisers and business partners, thank you 
for your ongoing support.

Bruce Strong
Chief Executive Officer

1 march 2016

a comprehensive analysis of mpact’s 
material risks is detailed on pages 15 to 17 of 
this report.

Strategy and opportunities 

Our strategy, summarised on page 9, remains 
unchanged. to maintain and grow our leading 
market positions we will continue to align our 
capabilities towards the everchanging needs of 
our customers, pursue opportunities to 
generate new business and develop our market 
position in key products and geographical 
areas. Our key focus remains recycling of both 
paper and plastics as well as the manufacturing 
of rigid plastics and paper-based packaging in 
sub-saharan africa.

the business excellence programmes to 
enhance the group’s operational performance, 
continue to focus on ensuring the health and 
safety of people working on our premises as 
well as improvements in productivity, efficiency 
and reliability of the group’s operations.

Our commitment to sustainable development 
in each of our businesses is reflected in 
mpact’s sustainability policies, code of ethics, 
investment in the training and development of 
employees, csi projects aimed at benefiting 
communities in which we operate and also 
initiatives to reduce the impact we have on 
the environment.

notwithstanding the current turbulent 
economic conditions in south africa, we 
continue to identify investment opportunities 
that offer the prospect of enhanced 
shareholder returns over the long term while 
meeting the group’s other strategic objectives.

management changes

with effect from 1 January 2016 Johan stumpf 
assumed the role of managing director of 
mpact corrugated, succeeding ralph von veh. 
ralph remains with the group as a member of 
the executive committee, responsible for the 
bags and sacks businesses and representing 
mpact’s interests on the boards of various 
mpact subsidiaries and associates. ralph has 
also assumed responsibility for certain 
strategic business initiatives. i would like to 
take this opportunity to acknowledge and 
thank ralph for his invaluable contribution 
towards the success of the group and in 
particular the corrugated business which 
under his leadership over the past 15 years 
has been established as the market leader.

we have every confidence that Johan’s depth 
of experience and understanding of the 
broader industry will enable him to lead the 
corrugated team to build further on the very 
solid foundation already laid.

mpact’s safety initiatives and performance may 
be found in the 2015 sustainability review 
available on our website at www.mpact.co.za.

risks, strategy and opportunities

Risks

while relatively few interruptions in electricity 
supply from eskom and municipalities were 
experienced by the group’s operations during 
the financial year, the current price trajectory 
and uncertainty about their ability to provide 
sufficient and reliable electricity to meet 
existing and new demand remains a concern 
to the group.

the change of ownership of a number of 
paper mills, recycling businesses and 
corrugators in south africa has changed the 
competitive landscape somewhat. while the 
short-term consequences of these changes 
are uncertain, we remain confident in our 
strategy and believe interventions such as the 
felixton mill upgrade, the mpact polymers 
rpet project and our investments in the 
recycling and corrugated businesses will 
ultimately advance our growth prospects.

the effects of the drought being experienced 
across several regions in south africa is a 
concern for our business as is the wellbeing of 
the communities affected as well as farmers in 
drought-stricken areas, which include some of 
the group’s agricultural customers. whilst 
measures have been implemented to 
counteract some of the effects of the drought 
on the business, possible water shortages 
and/or restrictions remain a risk to certain 
operations and may affect demand for mpact’s 
products. we will continue to prioritise water 
conservation in day-to-day operations as well 
as when considering capital investments. we 
will also continue to engage with the various 
water authorities on necessary interventions 
pertaining to both the availability and quality 
of water.

Other factors potentially weighing on the 
competitiveness of the group and other 
south african paper and packaging 
manufacturers include carbon tax and 
packaging waste levies currently under 
consideration by various government 
authorities. mpact fully supports initiatives to 
reduce the industry’s impact on the 
environment, however, we believe that this is 
best achieved through incentives and 
public-private partnerships. this is illustrated 
by the mpact polymers rpet project, 
developed with the support of the dti and the 
idc, which will substantially reduce carbon 
footprint while also significantly increasing the 
recycling rate of used pet bottles and hence  
lead to less landfill. 
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paper  
BuSineSS

situated near empangeni on the KwaZulu-
natal north coast, felixton mill was 
established in 1953. the mill produces 
containerboard for local and export corrugated 
markets utilising waste paper and bagasse, a 
fibre residue of sugar cane, as primary raw 
materials. 

the mill is undergoing a major upgrade aimed 
at producing advanced lightweight 
containerboard to cater for the increasing 
demand for packaging weight reduction. 
in addition to the enhanced product offering, 
the significant investment in the latest paper 
machine technology and equipment will 
improve the mill’s overall competitiveness, with 
significant improvements expected in energy 
and operational efficiencies.

in June 2015, felixton mill successfully 
commissioned phase 1, with the completion 
of a new state-of-the-art recycled fibre (rcf) 
plant. phase 2 of the two-phase upgrade is on 
schedule to be commissioned in 2017. 

rcf plant

the felixton mill upgrade will involve several 
phases of development and capital 
investment. phase 1 of the project entailed the 
installation of cleaning equipment, to improve 
product quality. as a result, the two main 
products manufactured at the mill, bayflute 
and mpacttest, achieved an enhanced 
aesthetic appeal.

paper machine

the paper machine was upgraded with the 
installation of a new dilution controlled 
headbox. benefits of the installation included 
improvement in sheet formation to a fine 
profile, which allows for even distribution of 
fibre across the sheet, thus preventing the 
mottled sheet effect and fibre bundling. 
notably, other benefits include improved 
cross-directional mass and moisture profiles of 
up to 40%, as well as uniform paper 
properties across the paper web for enhanced 
corrugator performance and consistent board 
quality.

environmental stewardship

On completion of the project, the mill will no 
longer utilise bagasse fibre in its products.  
the upgrade will increase the mill’s capacity  
by 60,000 tonnes to 215,000 tonnes.

Felixton Mill upgrade 
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Strategy anD oBJectiveS
the recycling business forms an essential part 
of the paper packaging value chain as it allows 
for input cost management and security of 
supply for the paper manufacturing business. 
in 2015 mpact implemented its strategy into 
pet plastic recycling, which is discussed in 
more detail in the plastics business overview. 

according to the paper recycling association 
of south africa (prasa), 60% of recoverable 
paper was collected in 2014*. this compares 
well to the global recovery rate of 58%. mpact 
collected more paper in 2015 than in 2014, 
although higher waste paper prices, a robust 
waste paper export market, and restrained 
economic conditions made for a tight market. 
there has also been a new investment in the 
tissue manufacturing industry, which will 
increase the demand for white recycled paper. 
newsprint consumption and newspaper waste 
supply continued to show sharp declines and 
this trend is set to continue as demand for 
printed material declines.

mpact successfully concluded numerous 
projects during 2015 that involved the 
optimisation of processes and product 
offerings at its paper mills. the projects are 
aimed at driving efficiencies and cost savings 
as well as reducing environmental impact.

mpact expects a challenging 2016 for paper 
manufacturers in the south africa, particularly 
on the back of major developments in the 
paper sector. industry developments include 
a shift in strategies on the part of mpact’s 
competitors and major customers, where 
mpact’s paper converting customers 
increasingly focus on backward integration by 
manufacturing their own paper. despite these 
challenges, mpact continues to adopt 
interventions that will enable it to maintain its 
leading market position and invest in capital 
projects to drive efficiencies. 

*  2015 statistics only released in July 2016 for 2015 rates by PRASA

operational activitieS
mpact has seven recycling operations in south 
africa. recovered paper sources include pre- 
and post-consumer material sourced from a 
multitude of paper collection programmes.

mpact’s recycling operations are also 
recovering used pet, mainly in the form of 
bottles, for the newly commissioned mpact 
polymers’ plant. the collected bottles are 
sorted and baled by mpact recycling and sold 
to mpact polymers.

mpact has three mills located in springs 
(gauteng), felixton (KwaZulu-natal) and 
piet retief (mpumalanga) that manufacture 
recycled-based packaging and industrial 
paper grades such as containerboard and 
cartonboard.

the business’ main markets for packaging 
and industrial paper include corrugated board 
and box producers and other containerboard 
converters. mpact also has exclusive 
distribution rights to sell the provantage 
baywhite™, a premium quality white top 
kraftliner produced by mondi, in sub-saharan 
africa. cartonboard is sold to folding carton 
converters and other producers of industrial 
products, as well as for other uses such as the 
manufacture of cards and book covers.

the containerboards produced use 
approximately 35% hardwood, softwood and 
bagasse pulp and 65% recycled fibre-based 
pulp. the upgrade of the felixton mill, 
discussed in detail in the case study on  
page 33, will eliminate the mill’s dependence 
on bagasse.

the corrugated and converted paper 
products business manufactures premium 
quality corrugated packaging products, 
provides high-graphic printing capabilities  
and most recently, converted paper products 
primarily for the Qsr sector. it comprises  
13 converting plants, nine in south africa,  

one in mozambique, two in namibia and one 
in bostwana. 

mpact owns a 51% interest in pyramid, a 
paper bag and sacks manufacturing plant in 
gaborone (botswana). pyramid manufactures 
paper bags for maize products, sugar and 
flour, as well as sacks for charcoal and 
cement. mpact also has a 51% interest in 
detpak south africa, which offers an extensive 
range of paper and board packaging solutions 
including cups, lids, cartons, bags, napkins, 
trays and clam shells for the Qsr sector.

operational performance
the paper business reported revenue growth 
of 11.8% to r7.0 billion, with increased sales 
volumes to the fruit sector partially offset by 
lower external sales of recovered fibre and 
exports. underlying operating profit increased 
by 13.0% to r803 million due to higher selling 
prices and a favourable product mix, the 
benefits of which were reduced by increased 
material costs. the underlying operating profit 
margin increased slightly to 11.4%.

the recycling operations delivered a solid 
performance despite industrywide waste 
paper shortages, and were able to meet the 
demand for fibre by the paper mills, albeit at 
higher average recovered paper prices. mpact 
recovered around 527,000 tonnes of waste 
paper and plastic in 2015. 

the upgrade of the recycled fibre plant and 
refiners at the piet retief mill, together with the 
various rationalisation, streamlining and 
automation processes implemented at the 
springs mill during the year, have contributed 
to the paper mills posting satisfactory results.

the corrugated and converted paper 
products business’ results were positively 
impacted by strong agricultural sector 
volumes, specifically in apples, pears and 
grapes, as a result of good climatic conditions 
and favourable fruit exports. cost saving and 
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efficiency improvements continued on the 
back of capital investments in modern 
equipment and stringent cost control. 

saleable production of 437 million m2 of 
corrugated packaging was achieved in 2015 
(2014: 423 million m2). the combined sales of 
recycled containerboard and cartonboard for 
the year ended 31 december 2015 were 
427,640 tonnes (2014: 416,325 tonnes).

riSk anD SuStainaBility
employees
the paper business employed 2,897 
employees (2014: 2,852 employees) for the 
year ended 31 december 2015. 

customers and suppliers
seventy-six percent (76%) of the recovered 
paper was consumed internally for packaging 
and industrial paper, with the balance sold off 
to mondi shanduka newsprint and other 
customers.

the recovery and recycling of paper in south 
africa ensures local beneficiation of raw 
materials and the creation of jobs. 

approximately 27% (2014: 28%) of the 
products manufactured by the group are 
consumed internally by mpact’s corrugated 
and converted paper products business in the 
production of corrugated board. the balance 
is sold to other converters. the top 10 external 
paper manufacturing customers represented 
approximately 69% (2014: 69%) of paper 
manufacturing external sales in 2015, with 
around 10% (2014: 10%) of the products 
produced being exported, mainly to other 
african countries.

corrugated customers include producers of 
agricultural, fmcg and other durable and 
non-durable goods that use packaging 
primarily for the protection of goods in transit 
and for point-of-sale display, while converted 
paper product customers are mainly in the 
Qsr industry. the top 10 corrugated 
packaging and converted paper products, 
customers represent approximately 26% 
(2014: 26%) of the external corrugated 
packaging and converted paper products 
sales in 2015.

industry associations
•	 paper recycling association of south africa 

(prasa)
•	 paper manufacturing association of south 

africa (pamsa)
•	 packaging council of south africa (pacsa)
•	 printing south africa – statutory council
•	 institute of packaging

environmental sustainability
all three mills carry the isO 14001 and 
isO 9000 accreditation, as well as the forest 
stewardship council (fsc) mixed-source 
accreditation. this emphasises the responsible 
management of raw materials throughout the 
product lifecycle of mpact’s products, ensuring 
the reuse of wood fibre-based raw materials 
and preventing waste paper from entering 
landfill sites. in line with this, virgin pulp used in 
the white-lined products is also sourced from 
fsc-accredited mills.

water usage across the paper mills is 
benchmarked periodically. initiatives to 
improve water usage and quality are a key 
consideration in capital and other optimisation 
projects across the group. 

material risks and opportunities
the overall key risks for the group are set out 
pages 15 to 17 of the integrated report. 
however, the major risks and opportunities 
that could specifically influence the paper 
business and which are managed on a 
continuous basis are set out below:

material risks management of these risks

source of recovered paper declining retain market position as the leading 
paper recycler in south africa and 
preferred buyer of recovered paper

imported product as well as competitor 
expansion creating over-capacity in the 
local market

invest in mpact’s plants and equipment 
to improve the quality of products, 
flexibility and competitiveness

changes in competitor landscape and 
customer backward integrated 
strategies

drive production efficiencies and cost 
containment through rationalisation, 
streamlining and automation

water supply restrictions monitor water consumption on a 
daily basis and interact with relevant 
authorities

power supply outages resulting in lost 
working hours and supply shortages

•	 Ongoing communication with eskom 
and municipalities

•	 change of shift structure to manage 
capacity

economic and competitive influences 
on sectors and consumers outside of 
mpact’s control

consistently deliver smarter, sustainable 
solutions to customers

opportunities

•	 continue to offer employment opportunities for entrepreneurs and for traders to deliver 
recovered paper to buy-back centres 

•	 Opportunities for optimisation and expansion with upgraded plant and equipment

•	 acquisition opportunities in converted paper products
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the state-of-the-art rpet recycling plant, situated in wadeville, germiston, was commissioned during 
July 2015. the plant is close to one of mpact plastics’ existing manufacturing facilities and was built at a 
cost of approximately r350 million. at full capacity the plant will process about 29,000 tonnes of pet 
plastic bottles a year, generating 21,000 tonnes of rpet from waste and saving some 180,000 m3 of 
landfill space each year.

it is estimated that the recycling industry in south africa contributes to the employment of over 100,000 
people. mpact polymers will create approximately 1,000 upstream jobs, adding to the existing network 
of more than 40 entrepreneurs, who mpact recycling helped start recycling businesses.

the rpet business will operate at a significant scale that will have an increasingly positive impact on the 
environment as it will reduce waste to landfills.

in 2015, the total local consumption of pet (virgin and recycled) was approximately 210,000 tonnes, 
close to 70% of which was processed into pet bottles, primarily for use in the beverage industry. 
according to petcO, the national extended producer responsibility Organisation for the pet sector, the 
demand in south africa is growing by approximately 8% annually. more than 74,000 tonnes of pet 
bottles were collected for recycling in 2015, the majority of which were processed into polyester staple 
fibre, or recycled into bottle and food-grade recycled resin, thereby fully closing the loop in bottle-grade 
recycling.

plastics  
BuSineSS

MpaCt polYMerS’ State-
oF-tHe-art rpet plant 
CoMMiSSioned
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Strategy anD oBJectiveS
the potential for growth in the plastics 
business remains as producers continue to 
substitute packaging materials such as glass 
and metals with rigid plastics. 

mpact continues to assess acquisition and 
growth opportunities in this sector, organically 
and through optimisation and new projects, 
such as the pet recycling plant.

mpact’s recent entry into pet post-consumer 
waste recycling through mpact polymers 
places the group in a good position to 
participate in the growing pet market. mpact 
will initially collect 29,000 tonnes of used pet 
plastic bottles to generate 21,000 tonnes of 
rpet at mpact polymers. 

through mpact polymers, the group is able to 
reduce the impact on the environment by 
diverting pet post-consumer waste from 
landfills. the project will create about 1,000 
jobs, directly and indirectly, and is supported 
by mpact’s major customers, the idc and the 
dti.

operational activitieS 
mpact remains one of the leading producers 
of rigid plastic packaging in southern africa. 
the group’s plastics business manufactures 
a range of plastic packaging products for the 
food, beverage, personal care, homecare, 
pharmaceutical, agricultural, environmental 
and retail markets primarily in south africa.

manufactured products include: 

•	 pet preforms, bottles and jars;

•	 closures for carbonated soft drinks, water 
and foods;

•	 plastic jumbo bins, environmental wheelie 
bins, plastic pallets and crates;

•	 plastic fmcg containers, such as bottles, 
tubs, jars and closures, with in-mould 
labelling; and

•	 styrene and pet trays, and clear plastic 
films. 

during 2015, mpact converted 99,366 tonnes 
(2014: 89,198 tonnes) of plastics, including 
1,4 billion (2014: 1,3 billion) preforms, jars and 
pet bottles. 

the plastics business has six facilities. the first 
two are located in paarl (western cape) and in 
harare (Zimbabwe) and produce styrene trays 
and clear plastic films. pet trays are produced 
at the paarl site, as well as in alberton on 
gauteng’s east rand. large injection moulded 
plastic jumbo bins for the agricultural market, 
environmental wheelie bins and plastic pallets 
and crates are produced at the group’s plants 
in atlantis (western cape) and brits (gauteng).

the other four plastics sites, two situated in 
wadeville on the east rand (gauteng), one in 
pinetown (KwaZulu-natal) and the other in 
atlantis (western cape) manufacture injection, 
compression, injection stretch blow moulded, 
as well as blow-moulded products, such as 
preforms, bottles, containers and closures for 
the food, beverage, personal care, homecare 
and pharmaceutical industries.

as previously mentioned, a significant addition 
to the plastics business is the rpet plant in 
wadeville (gauteng). 

mpact worked with coca-cola and its bottling 
partner amalgamated beverage industries 
(abi), a subsidiary of sabmiller ltd, in 
developing the project, as well as with the 
industry body petcO the idc and dti. the 
quality of the processed recycled material now 
meets international standards and having 
obtained accreditation from a major customer 

on 10 february 2016, the operation can begin 
to optimise production. mpact polymers is 
owned 79% by mpact and 21% by the idc. 

operational performance 
in the plastics business, revenue increased 
by 8.1% to r2,5 billion with good volume 
growth mainly attributable to fruit packaging, 
bulk bins and beverage preforms offset by 
lower average selling prices, which reflected 
lower polymer prices. underlying operating 
profit was up significantly by 50.8% to  
r199 million, with the underlying operating 
profit margin also improving from 5.6% to 
7.9%. the fmcg business delivered a much 
improved result following its restructuring  
in 2014. 

sales volumes measured in tonnes were 
12.1% higher than the prior period, with 
good volume growth in styrene and pet 
trays, jumbo bins and wheelie bins, crates, 
preforms and closure. the increased sales 
of preforms and closures was the result of 
increased demand due to the warm weather 
and market share gains. versapak reported 
good growth in volumes due to strong 
demand in the agricultural sector. the 
turnaround in the fmcg business was 
mainly as a result of the benefits being 
realised from the robertville plant closure in 
november 2014, as well as the atlantis 
fmcg business restructure and pinetown 
plant consolidation. 

financial highlightS

plastics
BuSineSS (Continued)
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however, the major risk and opportunities that could specifically influence the plastics business 
and which are managed on a continuous basis are set out below.

material risks management of these risks

inability to predict future market 
movements in raw material prices and 
lags in pricing recovery

•	 strong supplier relationships

•	 continuous market monitoring and 
proactive pricing

fmcg industry volume declines on the 
back of consumer spending pressure

enhance competitiveness through 
optimisation programmes and 
investments

•	 explore alternative product offerings

•	 investigate cross-border opportunities

power supply outages resulting in lost 
working hours and supply shortages

Ongoing communication with eskom and 
municipalities

the opportunities identified:

opportunities

•	 acquisition and other expansion opportunities 

•	 additional exports into the rest of africa

riSk anD SuStainaBility 
employees

the plastics business employed 1,448 
employees (2014: 1,260 employees) for the 
year ended 31 december 2015. the increase 
was mainly due to the mpact rpet plant being 
commissioned during the year and a change 
to a four-shift production system at versapak.

customers and suppliers

the plastics business continues to source raw 
materials from a number of south african and 
international suppliers. with the newly 
commissioned rpet plant, mpact polymers 
has commenced with the supply of rpet to 
the plastics businesses and external 
customers.

the top 10 plastics customers represented 
35% (2014: 36%) of the plastics business’ 
sales in 2015.

industry associations

•	 petcO

•	 plastics sa

•	 polyco

•	 polystyrene packaging council

environmental sustainability

the recycling of approximately 29,000 tonnes 
of pet bottles could potentially save some 
180,000 m2 of landfill space each year.

material risks and opportunities

the overall key risks for the group are set out 
pages 15 to 17 of the integrated report.
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